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Genetic based algorithm for active power filter allocation and sizing
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Abstract

Active power filters (APF) can be employed for harmonic compensation in power systems. In this paper two algorithms are proposed for
optimum allocation and sizing of APFs. In the first algorithm, the aim is to minimize the voltage harmonic distortion while in the second; the
aim is to meet the harmonic standard levels by minimum injection of APF currents. Both algorithms are solved using genetic algorithm (GA)
as the optimization tool. The performance of the proposed approaches are assessed and appreciated by various case studies on an 18-bus test
system.
© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The harmonic distortion levels in power system networks
are raised due to high utilization of power electronic based
equipments. This results in higher losses, decreasing the life
age of devices and interference with the loads and protection
devices. Nowadays, most of the problems caused by har-
monics are attributed to the large sources, such as adjustable
speed drives and rectifiers, while in future, large number of
similar but small sources may cause the same problems. The
conventional solutions include network reconfiguration, ca-
pacitor switching and passive filtering.

Widespread increase in number of small power electron-
ics based apparatus causes a higher level of harmonic dis-
tortions in power systems. In this case, the above-mentioned
solutions for large sources of harmonics may become in-
appropriate or ineffective. Therefore, the need for a bet-
ter and effective solution, such as active power filter (APF)
is essential which could control the harmonic levels in the
presence of wide-variation of harmonic sources and system
impedances[1].

The installation of an APF in an appropriate place and
proper size is one of the recent research topics[2–9]. The
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important factors to be considered for APF applications are:
existing harmonic pollution levels, harmonic standard con-
straints, locations and sizes of APFs and finally network
topology. The size of an APF is normally defined as its max-
imum effective injection current.

Regardless of any solution procedure, allocation and siz-
ing of APFs are normally found based on optimization pro-
cess in which various objective functions may be employed.
Total harmonic distortion (THD), telephone interference fac-
tor (TIF), total injected currents, etc. are a few among oth-
ers [8]. The allocation and sizing of a single APF are pro-
posed in[2–4], extended to multiple APFs in[7], assum-
ing APF sizes as continuous variables. In[5,9], APF sizes
are considered as discrete variables, assuming that APF ca-
pacitors and inductors are available in standard and discrete
sizes. In these papers, in each stage, the smallest possible
size of an APF is found using a series of indices until the
harmonic standard constraints are met. However, the opti-
mum solution is not guaranteed. Assuming that APF sizes
are discrete, optimum allocation and sizing of APF is in fact
a non-linear mixed integer programming problem (NLMIP).
A conventional method, such as generalized benders decom-
position theory (GBDT) may be used to solve the problem
[8].

In this paper, two algorithms for allocation and sizing of
APFs are proposed. In the first algorithm, the harmonic volt-
age distortion level is minimized while in the second one
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the aim is to meet the harmonic standard levels by minimum
injection of APF currents (in other words, the APF cost). To
find an optimum solution, a genetic based algorithm (GA)
is employed which is not trapped in a local minimum and
searches the global minimum in solving the resulting com-
plex optimization problem. By appropriate modifications of
GA operators, the speed and the accuracy are improved no-
ticeably.

The algorithms from modeling viewpoints are described
in Section 2. GA implementation as solution tool is discussed
in Section 3. In Section 4, the results are demonstrated. Some
concluding remarks are, finally, provided inSection 5.

2. Proposed algorithms

2.1. Constraints and objective functions

Two types of constraints are observed in an APF alloca-
tion and sizing problem. First, are those due to APF itself,
including the maximum current that an APF can produce,
namely, APF size, and the discrete nature of APF sizes due
to discrete sizes of capacitors and inductors employed in its
structure. The second types of constraints are harmonic stan-
dards imposed on the level of voltage harmonics and total
harmonic distortions in various locations. IEEE-519 stan-
dard is used in this regard[14].

For allocation and sizing of APFs, various objective func-
tions have been proposed in literatures[2–9] which can be
categorized into two groups; some of them try to minimize
the voltage distortion in order to reduce the unwanted effects
of harmonic distortions on the network while others have
focused on employing harmonic standards on voltage har-
monic distortion and total harmonic distortion (THD) levels
in order to minimize the APF injected currents. As the cost
of an APF is proportional to its maximum injecting current,
this minimization will result in minimization of total cost. In
this paper, two algorithms based on both objective functions
are introduced.

In the first algorithm (algorithm I), the aim is to mini-
mize the voltage distortion while APF current constraints
are observed. The second algorithm (algorithm II) uses the
minimization of injected currents as the objective function
while harmonic standard levels and APF current constraints
are simultaneously observed. Therefore, all constraints in
published literature are considered in this algorithm.

2.2. APF model

The APF can be modeled as a current source as it is inject-
ing harmonic currents to the system. The phasor presentation
of each APF current is shown byIh

m which m indicates the
bus number connected to andh is the order of harmonic, i.e.

Ih
m = Ih,r

m + jIh,i
m (1)

The indices,r and i, represent the real and imaginary parts,
respectively.The RMS current of each APF is determined as
follows:

Im =
[

H∑
h=2

(I2h,r

m
+ I2h,i

m
)

]1/2

(2)

2.3. Power system model

For a linear frequency domain analysis, the power system
network is linearized; and for each frequency, all non-linear
loads are considered as current sources. Therefore, the net-
work impedance matrix can be determined (calculated or
measured) independently for each frequency.

2.4. Algorithm I

In this algorithm, the aim is minimization of voltage dis-
tortions. Thus, the objective function is considered as the
squared sum of harmonic voltages. The only constraint con-
sidered is the maximum allowable APF size (observed as
current constraint). Therefore

Min
H∑

h=2

K∑
k=1

|Vh
k |2 (3)

such thatIm ≤ Imax, m = 1, 2, . . . , M (4)

whereImax is the APF maximum current,|Vh
k | is the ampli-

tude of harmonic voltageh in busk andM is the number of
APFs employed in the system. The decision making prob-
lem variables areIh,r

m andIh,i
m whereVh

k is a nonlinear func-
tion of them. Therefore, this is a non-linear programming
(NLP) problem.

2.5. Algorithm II

In this algorithm, the aim is to meet the harmonic standard
levels while the sum of APFs’ sizes is minimized. The size
of APFs can be considered either continuous or discrete. The
resulting optimization problem can be presented as follows:

Min
M∑

m=1

Im (5)

such thatIm ≤ Imax, m = 1, 2, . . . , M (6)

Im ∈ D (7)

|Vh
k | ≤ V

h

k , h = 2, . . . , H, k = 1, . . . , K (8)

THDk ≤ THDk, k = 1, . . . , K (9)

whereIm is the size of the APF in the candidate busm, its
value is equal to the smallest value of setD which is greater
than Im. If APF sizes are considered discrete,D is a set
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